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A repeat of 4Q18? Market conditions and valuation differ

China
Real Estate/Property

Most of the developers and experts that attended our China conference agree that
China’s new home sales volume may fall slightly in 2020. Developers seem to be shifting
their strategies from scale expansion to better quality growth, since leverage cannot
expand much further amid developer financing tightening. A parallel has been drawn
between the current downturn and the 4Q18 slump - which resulted in policy easing and
sector rally in Dec. However, we note that market conditions are not (yet) as dire this
time: Real Estate Investment ex land was still up 12% in Sep vs. negative print in 2H18,
As such, property policy easing may also be more elusive. Meanwhile, sector valuation is
less attractive now after rally (6.1x forward P/E) vs. Nov 2018 (5.4x). We therefore view
risk-reward as only fair. Accordingly, we prefer names with fundamental improvement
(alpha). Our top picks are Sunac (valuation below other many large-cap peers), COLI
(likely earnings growth acceleration in 2020) and Agile (policy relaxation and peak selling
season ahead in Hainan). We maintain Underperform on KWG and Country Garden.

Market deteriorated in Oct: lower sell-through, ASP cuts
Centaline and China Index Academy experts both expect China’s new home sales volume
to decline 3-5% in 2020, with weaker performance from lower-tier cities on less shanty
town redevelopment support. Centaline expert saw market deterioration in Oct, as
evidenced by a slide in visitor traffic, sale-through ratio (from 70% in Jul to 60% in Oct
vs 70% on average over time), and ASP cuts in more cities.

Developers: more focus on quality growth, not scale
Driven by developer financing tightening, developers are paying more attention to cash
collections. Further, with many having secured top 10 or 20 positions, developers are
shifting their focus from chasing scale to higher-quality growth. After strong contracted
sales in Sep/Oct, most developers are on track to meet or exceed 2019 targets. As such,
some developers may slow down sales promotion (e.g. Evergrande) in the rest of 2019.
The developers we track expect teens % sales growth on average in 2020, ranging from
up to 10% for large-cap names and 10-20%+ for mid-to-small-cap names.

Property tour: mixed performance; price cuts; tight policy

From our project visits, we saw: (1) mixed performance in Beijing (large inventory in
outskirts). (2) some projects in Shijiazhuang (e,g, Sunac) are still selling well despite
large market inventory. (3) Mortgage rate is steady in both cities, but the approval time
turned longer. (4) There are widespread but small price cuts (at most 5%) in both cities.

Household leverage concerns overstated?
According to Professor Gan at China Household Finance Survey Team at SW University
of Finance & Economics, residential vacancy in China climbed from 18.4% in 2011 to
21.4% in 2017. First-time buyers % continues to fall, suggesting more speculation, but
Prof Gan believes the debt-to-income ratio in China is overestimated. However, there
are some concerns: (1) China household assets are over-concentrated in real estate; (2)
vacant houses and high household leverage may compromise financial system stability.
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Electronic voting results: a bearish view
on physical market in 2020
We conducted an electronic voting before our property panel to collect the attendees’
views on physical market and policies in 2020.
The voting results indicated a bearish view on the physical market with more than 50%
of the audience believing primary sales volume will drop in 2020 and more than 40%
believing that home prices will also drop in 2020. Meanwhile, the largest proportion of
the audience believes the policy stance on property will be similar/looser in 2020.
Chart 1: I-Voting results (how would home prices and new home sales
volume perform in 2020)?

Chart 2: I-voting results (would property policies be
stricter/similar/looser in 2020?)
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Panel expert takeaways

Professor Gan Li, a leader of the China Household Finance
Survey Team at Southwest University of Finance and
Economics.
Property as the biggest component in China household assets is the focus of the
professor and his team’s research. Through vigorous surveys across China since 2009,
the team has gained insights into property demand breakdown and vacancy rate.
Vacancy rates
According to Professor Gan’s finding, high residential vacancy rate in China is not a new
problem. It was 18.4% in 2011, and then gradually climbed to 21.4% in 2017. The
vacancy rate among single-house families remains stable, while that among multiplehouse families is rising, suggesting that the rising vacancy rate is not mainly caused by
job migration but likely by investment speculation demand.
Further, the survey also presents the breakdown of vacant houses, suggesting long-term
vacancy is the largest component of vacant units, followed by renovation/presale. In
2017 the long-term vacancy rate rose faster than the overall vacancy rate, suggesting
more pure investment demand among the vacant units.
Lastly, not surprisingly, second/third tier cities posted higher vacancy rates.
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Similar

Looser

Exhibit 1: China property vacancy rates

Source: China Household Finance Survey Center; BofA Merrill Lynch Global Research

Exhibit 2: Vacancy rates breakdown by usage

Source: China Household Finance Survey Center; BofA Merrill Lynch Global Research

Exhibit 3: Vacancy rates breakdown by city tiers

Source: China Household Finance Survey Center; BofA Merrill Lynch Global Research
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Demand breakdown
Though home purchase restrictions and mortgage loan restrictions toward second/third
homes have tightened since 2016, first-time buyers as a percentage of total demand
continues to fall, suggesting that more people in China own their own house already.
Though a higher proportion from second/third home buyers may include upgrade
demand, it may also include a certain degree of speculation demand.
Exhibit 4: Breakdown of newly purchased housing units in urban area into first, second and other residences

Source: China Household Finance Survey Center; BofA Merrill Lynch Global Research

Other findings
•
According to Professor Gan’s estimates, debt-to-income ratio in China was
overestimated and thus the risk of China householder debt was also overestimated
(due to under-stated income levels). The real debt-to-income ratio according to
Professor Gan’s estimates in 2017 was only 82%, vs 93% in Germany, 120% in
France and 108% in the US in 2017. However, the debt-to-income ratio increased
sharply from 2013 (55.6%) to 2017 (82.2%). Further, lower income households have
more severe debt problems (poor people have a higher debt-to-income ratio).
•

China household assets are over-concentrated in housing. Housing assets account
for 78% of total assets in Chinese households, vs. 35% in the US and 62% in France
and Germany.

•

According to Professor Gan’s findings, vacant houses and high household leverage
may compromise the market and financial system stability: (1) vacant units are
more vulnerable to price drops and (2) indebted households with multiple houses
have a higher tendency to sell the second/vacant units.
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Chart 3: Debt to income ratio
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Exhibit 5: Household assets breakdown

Source: China Household Finance Survey Center; BofA Merrill Lynch Global Research
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Exhibit 6: Proportion of property value drop due to house price falling by varying degrees - when house prices fall, vacant houses are more likely to suffer
losses than non vacant houses

Source: China Household Finance Survey Center; BofA Merrill Lynch Global Research

Conference expert takeaways
Centaline - Yuan Liu, Research Director
•

Policy: Mr. Liu thinks the keynote of the central government’s policy is stability of
the property market. The central government has given more room to local
governments in policy-making as long as the ASP is maintained steadily. We
recently saw more fine-tuning policies toward easing in some cities to stabilize the
market, such as in Zhuhai and Dongguan. However, he expects no substantial
change in policies until Jan 2020 at the earliest. Whether there is a shift from tight
policy to relaxation in developer financing will depend on how well the physical
market holds up in the next few weeks. Mr. Liu pointed out that the stable ASP
target for local governments ranges from -5% to + 5%, subject to growth in
disposable income at the corresponding locations.

•

Weaker market sentiment is weighing on ASP. Mr. Liu stated market sentiment
has turned weaker, as evidenced by a slide in visitor traffic, as well as sell-through
ratio. The sell-through ratio fell from 70% in Jul to 60% in Oct vs 70% on average
over time. Thus, both volume and ASP have declined in both primary and secondhousing markets in Oct’19, according to Mr. Liu. Only the Shenzhen property market
seems to be holding up well, riding on favorable policies. He attributed the solid
sales performance in lower-tier cities – despite lower shanty town redevelopment
support – to the time lag from policy dial-back to the physical market. Minimum
down payment seems to have decreased to shore up the physical market in some
cities, while installment options were seen for some projects, according to Mr. Liu.

•

A survey conducted by Mr. Liu found that ASP drop accelerated in Oct. In
mid-Oct, Mr. Liu with his colleagues investigated the ASP of 35 cities at project
level. Their findings include: (1) there was ASP discounting in 28 of 35 cities; (2)
ASP at the project level was cut by 15% on average; (3) the maximum price
discount at project level was 30%; (4) ASP recovery seems unlikely near-term,
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unless market sentiment ramps-up; (5) Evergrande and Sunac have the highest ASP
discounting (ASP cut in 10 cities for Evergrande and ASP significantly discounted in
Hainan for Sunac), but they have not implemented aggressive price cuts across all
cities surveyed.
•

Mr. Liu sees high likelihood of ASP concession at (1) Developers that have to
achieve aggressive sales targets to raise their scale rank; and (2) developers that
have high leverage ratio and liquidity concerns. Overall, Mr. Liu expects more
developers to offer ASP concessions.

•

2020 outlook: Mr. Liu expects China’s new home sales volume to decline by no
more than 5% in 2020, while pricing should remain stable.

China Real Estate Data Academy --- Sheng Chen, Executive
Head
•

Policy: developer financing tightening is unlikely to ease until the Two Sessions in
March 2020, as the tight policies are meant to offset the loosening impact of
monetary policy easing.

•

Physical market: National sales volume could decline 3-5% YoY in 2020, as 2019
may represent a turning point, but sales value should still be up slightly. Sales
volume should range from 1,300mn-1,500mn sqm for the next 10 years, given
population inflow from urbanization. As for new starts, 2020 is likely to fall into the
negative territory. Real Estate Investment growth could soften, due to capital stress
on developers, but will likely remain in the positive territory at about 5% YoY.

•

Property price: ASP would be stable as a whole but vary between cities. ASPs in
city outskirts and lower cities are likely to revert to the level in Oct 2016 and 2015,
respectively, or down over 10%. Prime locations in higher-tier cities, however,
should see stable prices.

•

Property tax will eventually be implemented, but unclear when: It is not clear
if there would be exemption for first home or certain GFA per capita. It is also not
clear whether the same tax rate should be applied for new house and old house.
However, it is known that relevant government arms are pushing for property tax as
part of long-term scheme to control the property market.

•

Who will win: Three criteria to pick the best developers: (1) capacity to acquire
cheap land via industrial development; (2) asset operation capacity, such as mall,
office, logistic warehouse and so on; and (3) capacity to employ both operating and
financial leverage.

•

Market structure: Top-60 cities generate 50% of national housing sales volume;
so, companies focusing on top-60 cities in the future should perform well.

•

Collective rural land rule eased: the total spare collective rural land amounted to
30 mn mu, some of which is likely to be converted into land for residential use,
based on the expert’s view.

Beijing property tour expert takeaways
Homelink ---Lanlan Lian, Senior analyst
•

Second house market sales volume: (1) the Beijing physical market ramped up in
1Q19 due to policy relaxation, but the expert saw a soft trend after May 2019
alongside the pullback in ASP; (2) sales volume saw flat YoY growth in Oct 2019; (3)
the proportion of sales volume from end-user demand inched up near term as the
tight mortgage loan policy weighed more on upgrading/ replacement demand, eg,
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the minimum down-payment for the second luxury house is 80%; (4) visit traffic
recovered moderately in Oct 2019, 8% of which typically can be converted into
transactions; (5) YTD, the luxury property market performed stronger than last year
on more purchase options without mortgage loans for luxury property, which is less
affected by stringent credit policy; (6) YTD, second-house trading volume in Beijing
stood at 78k units and the expert believed trading volume to be around 140k units
for 2019 (transaction volume: 130k/153k units in 2017/2018, worst at 100k units in
2014).
•

Second house ASP: (1) 40% of total secondary market saleable resources in
Beijing was below RMB4mn in terms of value per unit; (2) in 2019, ASP started at
RMB59k psm, peaked at RMB62k psm in Mar, then fell to RMB58k psm in Oct; (3)
the ASP in the outskirts of Beijing has declined by 10% from its peak; and (4) the
time it takes from initial listing to a transaction is typically up to at least three
months, and 90% of house sellers revise down ASP during the transaction cycle.

•

Policy: Remote areas surrounding Beijing, such as Yanjiao, relaxed some policies
recently via some talent policies and the expert expected policy easing to continue
in these areas. ASP is the trigger of policy adjustments.

•

Agent commissions between primary and second houses are diverging in the near
term. Commissions for primary and second houses amounted to around 5.0% and
2.7% of total transaction value, respectively.

•

Miss Lian expects the national sales volume next year will range from -4% to -5% in
2020.

•

The high level of stock in Beijing is attributable to much more saleable resources
from projects with ASP restrictions and a certain self-owned portion (cannot be
sold by developers), whose through ratio was only 40%. In addition, many potential
buyers believe projects with ASP restrictions and a certain self-owned portion are
likely to be low quality due to the limited room for margin. Yet, the inventory may
also be over-stated, as developers usually make available the entire projects of such
type for sale, instead of in batches as in other ordinary launches.

•

YTD rental yield for residential in Beijing was up as rental demand increased from
illegal building demolition last year.

Property tour projects takeaways
Day 1: Beijing
1） Overview
•

Mixed performance in Beijing – the project in remote areas (e.g. 6th Ring Road)
faced headwinds, given the decline in sell-through ratio and visit traffic, while
projects in better areas witnessed decent sales.

•

There is no substantial policy relaxation, and the policies seem to be tailored to
local conditions.

•

Mortgage rate is steady in Beijing, but the mortgage approval time has turned
longer.

•

There are widespread but small price cuts (at most 5%) in Beijing.

2） Longfor project (熙湖悦著), Beijing – Longfor [960 HK]
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•

This is a premium project with low building density, targeting buyers with upgrade
demand and located in the outskirt area without the 6th Ring Road of the city
center.

•

ASP was stable at RMB36k/sqm (fitted out) vs Rmb33k/sqm for other projects
nearby. Total cost per unit is around Rmb2.6mn per unit.

•

Overall sell-through rate was around 70% since the initial launch in 2017.

•

The land plot was purchased in July 2016 at an average cost of Rmb26k/sqm,
suggesting weak margins.

•

The mortgage rate is now at a 15% premium to the loan prime rate (LPR).

•

Longfor offers an installment option for down payment.

3） Jinmao project (未来金茂府), Beijing – Jinmao [817 HK]
•

The project is located at the intersection of Yincai 3rd Road and South Penlai Yuan
Av, Changping District.

•

Total GFA was 117k sqm with plot ratio of 1.5; the project includes 18 buildings and
884 units.

•

ASP was stable at RMB61k/sqm (fitted out). Total cost per unit ranges from
Rmb7.5-10.0mn per unit.

•

Overall sell-through rate was around 75% for the recent launch in Aug 19.

•

The land plot was purchased in 2018 at an average cost of Rmb23k/sqm,
suggesting very strong margins.

•

We observed strong visitor traffic to the project showflat.

4） CR Land project (万橡悦府), Beijing – CR Land [1109 HK]
•

The project is located 2 km east to the intersection of Bei Qing Rd and BeijingTibet Expressway.

•

ASP was stable at RMB54k/sqm (fitted out). Total cost per unit ranges Rmb3.87.4mn per unit.

•

Overall sell-through rate was around 72% for the latest launch in Oct 2019.

•

The land plot was purchased in 2018 at an average cost of Rmb21k/sqm,
suggesting very strong margins.

•

The buyers of this project mainly come from the Internet sector, SOE and financial
sector.
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Exhibit 7: Display models of the Longfor project in Beijing

Exhibit 8: Interior look of the Longfor project in Beijing

Source: BofA Merrill Lynch Global Research

Source: BofA Merrill Lynch Global Research

Day 2: Shijiazhuang
1) Market overview
•

Similar to the rest of China, the Shijiazhuang market recovered in March, but has
cooled off since 3Q.

•

Even removing hukou (residency) restrictions, there is little direct stimulus to
property sales.

•

Inventory is large between the 2nd and 3rd ring areas, with little differentiation in
products.

•

Since 2017, more national developers have begun to enter Shijiazhuang market.
Roughly speaking, the national players now occupy about 50% of the market. The
top developers in 2019 YTD are all national developers including Vanke, Sunac, Poly
and Evergrande (used to be No.1 during 2017 and 2018).

•

The market has become more regulated since 2017 in terms of land planning,
environmental protection, and presales criteria, which may also be the driver of
higher market share for national players.

•

In Shijiazhuang, much of the land supply is from village redevelopment. To have a
higher chance of winning the title of land use, developers need to participate in the
primary development of land.

•

National players who wish to enter the Shijiazhuang market may either choose to
participate in village redevelopment directly (such as Evergrande) or cooperate with
local landlords who carry land bank from redevelopment (such as Sunac and Vanke).

•

Mortgage quota is getting tighter in 2H; waiting period for mortgage approval is
usually more than half a month.
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2) Sunac project (融创中心), Shijiazhuang– Sunac [1918 HK]
•
A typical Sunac joint project between Sunac (51%) and a local landlord (49% stake).
The local landlord originally acquired the title of development by completing village
redevelopment on this site. Sunac is in charge of the property development and
sales by levering on its brand and executions.
•

The total planning GFA of this project amounts to 5mn sqm, but only 20% of the
total GFA is under development at this stage. The rest is to be acquired by the joint
entity in multiple phases in future.

•

Foot traffic was very strong on Tuesday morning during our visit. Though
Shijiazhuang market cooled off from 3Q, we think sales in this project have
outperformed the competing projects, giving its leading sales volume in
Shijiazhuang: sales volume ranked No.1 in 2017-18 and YTD.

•

The land cost (including relocation cost) of the beginning phase is around
RMB5,000/sqm, according to our estimates. The average price (no decoration units)
was adjusted from Rmb17,500 in the first phase to Rmb16,000 in the second phase
probably due to weaker market sentiment. Even after the price cut, gross margin
should be around 35%.

3) Evergrande project (恒大中央广场), Shijiazhuang – Evergrande [3333 HK]
Located in core location in Shijiazhuang downtown with link to metro.

•
•

With a retail mall (mainly for self-operation) + 3 blocks of high-end apartments
(mainly sold out within 2 year time).

•

Evergrande offered 15% discount on the remaining units during the National Day
holiday period. However the remaining units also have poorer frontage/layout.

4) Evergrande project 2, Shijiazhuang - Evergrande [3333 HK]
A project for second-home/vacation use; acquired in 2018 at a land cost of only
Rmb1,300/sqm.

•

•

Located in north-west of Shijiazhuang, with total GFA of 0.7mn sqm

•

Carry stock of low-rise and townhouse (townhouse with indoor hot spring)

•

Townhouse is popular and mostly sold out (Rmb1.8mn per unit of usable area at
290 sqm).

•

Low-rise project is not as popular (sell-through rate was only at 30%). Evergrande is
offering more than 15% discount for low-rise (Rmb7,500/sqm with decoration after
discount).

•

Even after the discount, the gross profit margin is still acceptable at 25% according
to our estimates.
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Exhibit 9: Display models of the Sunac project in Shijiazhuang

Exhibit 10: Interior look of the Sunac project in Shijiazhuang

Source: BofA Merrill Lynch Global Research

Source: BofA Merrill Lynch Global Research

Exhibit 11: Display models of the Evergrande project in Shijiazhuang

Exhibit 12: Interior look of the Evergrande project in Shijiazhuang

Source: BofA Merrill Lynch Global Research

Source: BofA Merrill Lynch Global Research

Company takeaways

Agile Group Holdings Limited (3383 HK / AGPYF) | BUY
What we learned
•
Stable property sales growth: (1) Agile will probably slightly exceed its RMB120bn
contracted sales full-year target; (2) Agile aims to achieve 10-20% YoY growth in
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contracted sales in 2020; (3) stable cash collection of 70%; and (4) 40% of full-year
contracted sales to acquire land to balance leverage and growth. Hainan contracted
sales in 2019 should be similar to the RMB12bn achieved in 2018. The recent
relaxation of Hainan property policies may allow some Hainan revenues originally
slated to be booked in 2H20 to be accelerated in 1H20.
•

Fast diversified business expansion: (1) property management: revenue is expected
to increase to RMB6bn/RMB10bn in 2020/21; (2) environment protection business:
(a) RMB10bn investment in the next three years; (b) 52 projects on hand, of which
20 operates+12 under construction + 20 for future development; and (3) gross
margin/ net margin at 55%/45%.

•

High leverage ratio but generous dividend yield. Agile's net gearing ratio excluding
perpetuities will likely remain at a high level of over 100% at year-end 2020.
However, the company expects to maintain its dividend payout ratio, suggesting
10% dividend yield, based on our estimate.

Implications for the company/industry
•
We maintain Buy on Agile given its stable growth outlook and high dividend yield at
10%.
•

Recent fine-tuning policy towards easing in Sanya and Hainan will be catalysts for
Agile's share-price performance.

China Evergrande Group (3333 HK / EGRNF) | BUY

What we learned
•
Evergrande has slowed down its sales promotion activities in Nov, since it has
achieved 91% of its full-year target in 10M19. It aims to gradually raise its selling
prices in Nov to the level in Aug (ie, before the promotion). The strong sales
performance in Sept and Oct could be attributed to (1) more saleable resources; (2)
ASP cut; and (3) fine-tuning policies toward easing in some cities. Yet, gross margin
is expected to be still high, given: the ASP of RMB10,000 psm vs. land cost of
RMB1,600 psm and construction cost of RMB3,800 psm, or total development cost
of over RMB6,000 psm. Evergrande also expects full-year cash collection ratio to be
around 68%+ (vs. 60% in 1H19 and 70% in 3Q).
•

No new update for the A-share listing of Evergrande's property business. The board
will convene a meeting in late-December to complete the approval of the 2018
annual dividend distribution plan. Based on its budget, Evergrande expects it total
debt to decrease YoY by RMB30bn HoH at the end-19.

•

Evergrande's new energy vehicles (EV) business is expected to break even on a cash
flow basis by 2022 but supported by property sales (from land acquired along with
the production sites): (1) plans to build 10 factories, of which four factories are
under construction; (2) investment plan, RMB5bn/RMB5bn in 2020/21; (3) aims to
start mass production in 2021 (1mn units); and (4) able to acquire cheap land for
residential use around the factories.

Implications for the company/industry
We maintain our Buy rating on Evergrande for its attractive valuation (5x 19E P/E vs
7x 19E P/E for most other large-cap names).

•

•

Evergrande is likely to maintain its massive scale with a relatively high gross margin
riding on abundant low-cost land bank.
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China Aoyuan Group Ltd (3883 HK / CAOYF) | BUY
What we learned
•
China Aoyuan’s strategy continues to focus on growth, and it has plans to rank in
the top-25/ top-20 in 2020/2021, which implies 20-30% growth in the next two
years if market conditions are stable.
•

Disciplined land acquisition with urban renewal edges: (1) since 2016, attributable
land premium accounted for 30-40% of cash collections from contracted sales, and
this ratio will likely remain in this range in the future; (2) Aoyuan prefers urban
renewal projects in the later stage, which have a shorter conversion period albeit
lower margin (but still typically above the margins for land bought in open land
tenders).

•

Other takeaways: Management aims to keep Aoyuan’s attributable ratio of
contracted sales and land bank above 75%; regulatory decision on Aoyuan’s
investment in Aeon Life Insurance will be released in Jan-2020; Aoyuan will allocate
at most 3% of cash collections from contracted sales in property-related business
each year; cash collections ratio to be 78-80% for 2019; Aoyuan has no share
placement plans, given acceptable net gearing ratio as well as undemanding
valuation.

Implications for the company/industry
We are positive on Aoyuan, given its decent growth profile alongside attractive
valuation (4.5x P/E FY20E with 18%+ earnings growth for 2020E and 2021E).

•

•

We believe Aoyuan has a highly visible growth outlook: (1) 20%+ of contracted sales
in the next two years; (2) unbooked pre-sales of RMB139bn with estimated gross
margin of 28-29%; and (3) sufficient land bank of over 40mn sqm and urban
redevelopment of 10.7mn sqm (70% in Greater Bay Area).

China Vanke Co., Ltd (2202 HK ; NEUTRAL) (00002 CH;
UNDERPERFORM)
What we learned
•

Vanke’s increment investment in new businesses has declined this year, as the
company has already made a lot of investments cumulatively, and as it has slowed
down investments in certain low-return businesses. Its logistics warehouses are
operating well given solid demand.

•

Vanke’s land acquisitions accelerated in 3Q as it took advantage of lower land
prices: attributable land acquisition in 3Q19 was 11.6mn sqm vs 8.9mn sqm in
1H19. However, the purpose was to replenish landbank rather than to substantially
grow its landbank as the company continues to focus on fast asset turn.

•

Cash collection ratio has been similar to that of last year. Interest-bearing debt is at
a comfortable level with a net gearing ratio of 61% at end-3Q19. The target is to
bring down the ratio seasonally to 40% or below by year-end. Borrowing rates have
been stable.

Implications for the company/industry
We maintain our Neutral rating on Vanke-H given a fair valuation and modest
contracted sales growth. We maintain our Underperform rating on Vanke-A given
Baoneng share sale overhang. With high unbooked revenues, we think Vanke has
good visibility to earnings near-term and should witness earnings CAGR of 13% in
2019-21E. However, there does not seem to be a near-term catalyst as the
company does not seem to be in a hurry to unlock the value of its new businesses.

•
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CIFI Holdings Group Co Ltd (884 HK / CFFHF) | BUY
What we learned
CIFI has no intention to go beyond sales target too much (RMB190bn; now on track
of the sales completion progress—82%). Instead, CIFI puts more effort to make
sure the cash collection, even at some cost of sell-through rate. CIFI is expected to
maintain high cash collection ratio of 90% in FY19. Though cash collection remains
solid, CIFI won’t improve its net gearing significantly in the near term given it is still
committed to grow faster than peers.

•

•

CIFI is increasing land acquisition stake significantly. Land acquisition stake is over
70% in CY19 vs. around 50-55% in CY17-18. CIFI has slowed down land acquisition
in 3Q, but management has previously mentioned it will step up on land
acquisitions in the fourth quarter.

•

Since the total borrowing would be capped by the regulator, CIFI is considering to
better utilize the working capital (such as lengthen the payable days and shorten
the receivables days).

Implications for the company/industry :
We maintain Buy on CIFI. It is trading at an attractive valuation (4.8x FY20E with
around 15% earnings growth during FY20/21E). We believe CIFI is poised for a
rerating as the scale to grow and financial transparency improves (higher stake in
contracted sales as stake in land acquisitions lifted).

•

•

Further, we like CIFI as one of the growth name given its more balanced growth risk
profile (manageable gearing at 80%) and high exposure (80%+) in Tier-1&2 cities.

Guangzhou R&F Properties -H (2777 HK / GZUHF) |
UNDERPERFORM

What we learned
•
R&F achieved RMB106bn contracted sales in 10M19, which is somewhat behind
the sales target completion progress (67% in 10M19) due to delay in projects
launches. According to management, R&F may not push the sales too much which
might cost the margin. Accordingly, R&F has cut its budget on land banking and
new starts to balance the cash flow and gearing. However, R&F’s gearing, as of
end-FY19, could be slightly higher than that of FY18 (184%). Despite the headwinds
on contracted sales, R&F is poised to maintain its delivery guidance of 9.2mn sqm,
representing YoY growth of 50%+. The GPM for property development is expected
to be 37-38% vs. (41% in 1H19, but 3ppt higher than the GPM in FY18).
•

Trust loans account for 10% of its total borrowing, but the cost is manageable at 89%. Most trust loans are now borrowed at the stage of construction rather than
land acquisition as the regulation requires full certificates and land use right to back
up the trust loan.

•

The specific mandate to issue new H-shares of no more than 25% of total shares
will expire in December 2019. R&F may consider convening the shareholder-class
meeting again to approve the specific mandate after the CSRC (China Securities
Regulation Commission)’s approval (if any).

Implications for the company/industry
We maintain our Underperform rating on R&F given its tight liquidity would at least
hinder its future growth (3% earnings growth on average during 2020/21, according
to our estimates).

•
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Longfor Group Holdings Limited (960 HK / LNGPF) | BUY
What we learned
•
In 10M19, contracted sales were very close for the No. 9 to No. 11 developers.
However, according to management, Longfor will manage sales growth at its own
pace and will not blindly pursue sales scale; Longfor’s edge in financing is well
established, so compared with its peers, the value-add from a Top-10 ranking is
very little. So, Longfor has offered much less price discount recently than peers as
it is ahead of its target completion progress already (92% in 10M19) and is more
inclined to go for margin.
•

According to management, Longfor is not considering share placement as an option
at all, as it has other financing channels. Further, the Chairman will consider buying
some shares if the second largest shareholder decides to further reduce its stake
(last share placement in Jan 2019).

•

Longfor achieved 12% same-mall retail tenant sales growth in 1H19. Despite some
headwinds in national retail sales, it expects to achieve 10%+ same-mall sales in
FY19.

Implications for the company/industry
We like Longfor given high visibility on its earnings growth (20% 3-year earnings
CAGR) and very prudent financial position, which would enable it to operate
business stably through cycles.

•

•

Longfor’s strategy and executions are more focused on long-term development and
sustainability, such as its organization structure (strong control from headquarters
and prudent risk control), form of incentives (no co-ownership scheme which may
compromise the group integrity) and the positioning of investment property
portfolio (less concerned about short-term metrics).

Sino Ocean Group Holding (3377 HK / SIOLF) |
UNDERPERFORM

What we learned
•
Sino-Ocean is likely to grow its topline by 20% and achieve slightly better GPM in
FY19E (20%+ vs 20%). Sino-Ocean’s higher-than-average construction cost of
RMB5,550-6,000 /sqm (blended average of projects with/without decorations) may
partially explain Sino Ocean’s poorer-than-average gross margin than others.
•

Sino-Ocean will manage to lower exposure to surrounding Beijing-Tianjin area from
40% to 30% in future, as management believes the weaker-than-expected
fundamentals in this region are likely to hinder the group’s future expansion and
margin recovery.

•

Total 750mn shares options (representing around 10% of total outstanding shares)
were only allocated to around 50 senior management; hence, the incentives for
each senior staff are significant enough.

•

Sino-Ocean is considering the liquidation of another investment property in late2019 or early 2020, and it is likely to record a profit more than RMB1bn.

Implications for the company/industry :
We maintain our Underperform rating on Sino-Ocean given its operation turnaround
may take time. However, its results may improve in FY19 as topline resumes growth
and gross margin stabilizes.

•

•
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Upside risk is monetization of investment property (office building in Beijing) to
realize a large amount of profit.
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SUNAC China Holdings Ltd (1918 HK / SCCCF) | BUY
What we learned
•
Sunac expects to achieve its 2019 contracted sales target of RMB550bn, but is
unlikely to beat significantly as it will strike a balance between sales growth and
margins. Sunac has recently cut prices in Tianjin, Shijiazhuang, Taiyuan, and
Qingdao. However, these four cities only represent a subset of its portfolio.
•

Management expects Sunac to achieve a lower gearing YoY this year (170%, as of
end-2018 and 225%, as of June 2019). Now that its scale has ramped up, it will
seek to improve in other areas, such as leverage and product quality. It will seek to
keep its investments in non-property development (eg, cultural and tourism) to no
more than its net asset value.

•

Sunac has not firmed up its 2020 targets, but preliminarily expects to continue to
grow contracted sales by a double-digit rate in 2020.

Implications for the company/industry :
We like Sunac for its ability to time its land acquisitions to enlarge its land bank at a
reasonable cost via M&A, and attractive valuation (4.7x FY20E with on-average 12%
earnings growth for 2020 and 2021).

•

•

On a longer-term horizon, we see a clear path of deleveraging as equity base (three
year CAGR of 30%, given small base and considerable profit down the road) should
grow much faster than total assets (three-year CAGR of less than 20% as sales
growth slows down). In turn, we think progress in deleveraging should move Sunac’s
valuation closer to other large caps with similar growth profile (to 5.5x FY20E P/E
or better).

China Jinmao Holdings Group Limited (817 HK / FRSHF) |
BUY

What we learned
•
Jinmao expects to meet the Rmb150bn contracted sales growth target in 2019,
representing YoY growth of nearly 50% if excluding the office block sale in 2018.
Revenue booking in 2H is going to catch up, and the bottom line is set to grow at
least 20% in FY19E.
•

According to the Financial Times, the parent company (Sinochem) may give up its
plan to merge ChemChina due to technical issues. However, Jinmao management
commented that the restructuring activities at the parent level are too complicated
to foresee.

•

Jinmao offers less than peers’ pricing discount recently while expecting to maintain
65% sell-through rate in CY19, suggesting strong brand attractiveness, which is
grounded on the track record of product quality.

Implications for the company/industry
We maintain our Buy rating on Jinmao given its combination of growth profile and
defensiveness.

•

•

Growth profile – its edge on financing and land bank adequacy enable Jinmao to
grow contracted sales and earnings better than peers: 3-year earnings CAGR over
20%; defensiveness – SOE names and strong shareholders (Sinochem + China
PingAn + New China Life) to help weather any financial tightening; highest dividend
yield among defensive names (5.9% in FY20E).
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Shimao Property Holdings Limited (813 HK / SIOPF) | BUY
What we learned
•
Property management: Contracted GFA was around 50-60mn sqm at the beginning
of 2019. Contracted GFA is about to rise to 100mn sqm, as of end-2019, and
200mn sqm, as of end-2020. Besides, with about 100mn sqm delivery from Shimao
projects each year, it will try to grow the contracted GFA via M&As. The average
property management fee in Shimao’s own project is about RMB2.5/sqm. The
Shimao property management segment is considering IPO/spin off (but more likely
in IPO) in late-2020 or early 2021. Shimao is likely to achieve around RMB260bn
contracted sales in CY19 (representing the YoY growth of 45%) and the sales
growth target is preliminarily set at 20% in CY20. Attributable rate in CY19 is about
65% and would be slightly lower in CY20.
•

Hurdle rate of Shimao’s M&As is above 10% net profit margin. Net profit margin
for acquired Tahoe projects is 10% on average and net profit margin for acquired
Yuetai projects is on average 15%.

Implications for the company/industry :
We like Shimao as it is poised for a re-rating given it is very likely to get back to the
top-10 of the industry and financing cost to be further improved.

•

•

Short-term catalyst includes strong sales in Nov & Dec (likely RMB60bn contracted
sales in Nov & Dec; representing the YoY growth of 50%+).

China Overseas Land & Investment (688 HK / CAOVF) |
BUY

What we learned
•
Contracted sales on track: (1) completion ratio of 91% in YTD 10M19; and (2) sell
through ratio has decreased to 50% near term, as COLI is unwilling to cut prices to
match some of the promotions by competitors. As such, COLI’s contracted sales
growth in FY19 may not beat its target by as much as we had previously thought.
•

More land acquisition is likely in November and December. COLI spent about
HK$100bn on land acquisitions in 10M19 and took advantage of lower land prices
(after developer financing tightening) in July. Land prices still seem to be holding
up, but COLI thinks there could be an opportunity to acquire cheap land in
December as some developers will not replenish land to limit their leverage ratios.
YTD, 40% of land replenished is located in tier-1 cities.

•

Other takeaways: (1) Margin is likely to decline slower than peers (we forecast
margins will drop to 32-33% in 2020 vs 34.9% in 1H19); (2) COLI is considering
switching from HKD to RMB as its presentation currency. If adopted, COLI’s
earnings growth in 2019 should be more comparable to most of its peers that
report in RMB and are not impacted (except for FX gains or losses) by the 5% RMB
depreciation vs the HKD; (3) the period from land acquisition to pre-sale for COLI is
usually around 290 days; (4) KPI (key performance indicators) for regional
management: sales, net profit margin and cash collection; (5) 98% cash collection in
September; and (6) seldom uses agents to promote sales – leading sales-to-revenue
ratio among peers.

Implications for the company/industry :
•
We are positive on COLI, given its strong balance sheet, quality land bank, and
attractive valuation.
•
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COLI's contracted sales should continue to grow, aided by sufficient saleable
resources as well as a quality land bank. Gross margin should hold up better than
average in the future as well, given a higher percentage of legacy land bank. With a
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strong balance sheet, COLI seems well positioned to grow in a tight financing
environment.

China Merchants Shekou (001979 CH / XDURF) | BUY
What we learned
•

CMSK spent RMB1.3bn to acquire the 22.35% stake in AVIC Sunda (000043 CH).
Further, CMSK is going to inject its property management business into AVIC Sunda
in exchange for its shares. This proposal has been approved by the regulator and is
expected to be completed this year.

•

The restructured AVIC Sunda (also to be renamed as China Merchants Property
Operation & Service) will be the third-/fourth-largest property management
company in terms of revenue, and the largest office property management operator
in China. Although it inherits a huge residential portfolio from CMSK, China
Merchants Property Operation & Service will aim to strengthen its leading position
in the office property management area. Both CMSK Property Management and
AVIC Sunda have track records of enlarging management portfolios from thirdparties.

•

The targeted completion area is expected to be 8-9mn sqm in 2019, lower than the
10mn sqm target set at the start of the year. The expected gross margin is 25%.

Implications for the company/industry:
•

We maintain our Buy rating on CMSK, given its abundant land reserve in Shenzhen
(100mn sqm GFA) and solid earnings growth profile in the medium term.

•

The restructuring of property management segment might have been priced in
already, but the prospective listing of its office REITs could be a near-term catalyst.

Valuation
Table 1: China Property Valuation Summary
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Chart 4: Sector 1-year forward P/E chart

Chart 5: Sector 1-year forward P/B chart
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COLI
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Longfor Group
Shimao Property
Sino Ocean Group
Soho China Ltd
SUNAC China
Times China
Yuex iu REIT

Price

HK$ 11.2
HK$ 11.18
HK$ 19.12
HK$ 28.4
CNY 26.28
HK$ 5.7
CNY 18.64
HK$ 4.39
HK$ 26.5
HK$ 11.24
HK$ 34
HK$ 12.86
HK$ 5.43
HK$ 8.45
HK$ 33.2
HK$ 27.4
HK$ 3
HK$ 2.91
HK$ 36.85
HK$ 14.82
HK$ 5.24

Rating

C-1-7
C-1-7
C-1-7
B-2-7
B-3-7
C-1-7
B-1-7
C-1-7
B-1-7
C-3-7
B-1-7
C-3-7
C-1-7
C-3-7
B-1-7
C-1-7
C-3-7
B-2-8
C-1-7
C-1-7
A-3-7

Source: BofA Merrill Lynch Global Research

Price objective basis & risk
Agile Group Holdings Limited (AGPYF)
Our 12-month price objective of HK$12.00 is based on an 5.0x FY20E EPS, which is at 0.5SD below its historical average to reflect F/X concerns and tightening financing
channel.
We use a P/E valuation for China home builders due to their business model of buy, build
and sell, which has a high asset turnover and land bank expansion. Hence, P/E and
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Min 0.6x

Source: Bloomberg, BofA Merrill Lynch Global Research
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Jul-12
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Jan-11

4x
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Jul-12
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7x

+1stdev 1.2x

1.2x

Oct-17

8x

Jan-17

+1stdev 8.2x

Apr-16

9x

3x

Max 1.6x

earnings growth are important valuation parameters, in our view.
The upside risks: (1) some policy relaxations in Hainan market.
The downside risks are 1) Rmb depreciates largely, 2) to miss FY19's contracted sales
target.
China Aoyuan Group Ltd (CAOYF)
Our PO of HK$12.70/shr is based on 5.5x FY20E EPS, which is +1.8SD above its
historical average (3.7x) since 2011 to reflect the re-rating of Aoyuan as it evolves to be
larger in size.
We use a P/E valuation for China home builders due to their business model of buy, build
and sell, which has a high asset turnover and land bank expansion. Hence, P/E and
earnings growth are important valuation parameters, in our view.
Downside risks to our PO are lower-than-expected property sales in lower tier cities and
overseas market such as Australia and Canada.
China Evergrande Group (EGRNF)
Our price objective of HK$22.60 is based on an 6.9x 2020E EPS, which is about 0.8SD
above its historical average (5.5x) since 2011 to reflect its deleveraging progress.
We use a P/E valuation for China homebuilders due to their business model of buy, build
and sell, which has a high asset turnover and land-bank expansion. Hence, P/E and
earnings growth are important valuation parameters, in our view.
Upside risk to our PO are: strong sales that lead to lower net gearing, a successful
listing of Hengda subsidiary in China, and higher than expected margins.
Downside risks to our PO are: (1) Failure to meet sales targets, (2) unsuccessful listing
of Hengda subsidiary in China, (3) administrative and monetary policy tightening.
China Jinmao Holdings Group Limited (FRSHF)
Our PO of HK$5.80/share is based on a 40% discount to our NAV estimate, which is
about 1SD above its historical average. we believe the gradual re-rating is justified
given the larger size and improved execution over time. Our NAV estimate of HK$
8.9/share is calculated by using a WACC of 12% and cap rates in the range of 9-12% on
a gross basis. The WACC reflects China Jinmao's low funding cost as it is an SOE (stateowned enterprise), while the cap rates are conservative enough, in our view, as we cross
check with professional valuing firms on a regular basis.
Downside risks to our PO are: undisciplined expansion into new cities where the
company has limited track record, miss of its sales target, more margin erosion than
expected
China Merchants Shekou (XDURF)
Our PO of HK$24.00 is based on an 8.3x our 2020E P/E (at -1SD of historical mean).
That is appropriate, in our view, after taking into account the company-specific
fundamentals and where we stand in the cycle. We use a P/E valuation for China home
builders due to their business model of buy, build and sell, which has a high asset
turnover and land bank expansion. Hence, P/E and earnings growth are important
valuation parameters, in our view.
Upside risks are: (1) quicker-than-expected ramp-up in Shenzhen Qianhai land, and (2)
better than expected contracted sales or margins.
Downside risks are: (1) a significant drop in sales and ASP in Shenzhen, and (2) more
policy tightening in Tier 1-2 cities.
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China Overseas Grand Oceans Group (CSVGF)
We prefer to use P/E ratios to value Chinese home builders instead of NAV discounts as
most Chinese property firms have yet to develop a sizeable investment property
portfolio.
Our 12-month PO of HK$5.4 for COGO is based on 4.5x 2020E EPS, which is at discount
to its parent company: China Overseas Land & Investment Limited (COLI), given its
relatively small size vs. COLI.
Downside risks
1) Slower-than-expected sales growth due to weak market condition in lower tier cities
2) Rmb depreciation given its big exposure to foreign debt (mainly in HKD)
China Overseas Land & Investment (CAOVF)
We use a P/E valuation for China home builders due to their business model of buy, build
and sell, which has a high asset turnover and land bank expansion. Hence, P/E and
earnings growth are important valuation parameters, in our view.
Our 12-month price objective of HK$34 is based on a target multiple of 7.5x our FY20E
EPS, 0.5SD below its historical average (8.2x) to reflect lower earnings growth profile
off a higher base compared to history.
Downside risks: If COLI is unable to meet profit growth or sales targets, its share price
could come under pressure. In addition, the company may be affected by policy
tightening in certain overheated cities in China.
Upside risks: COLI is well positioned to consolidate small players with its strong balance
sheet, SOE background and execution. COLI's contract sales and earnings growth may
provide upside if consolidation speeds up.
China Resources Land (CRBJF)
Our 12-month price objective of HK$41 is based on a 25% target NAV discount to CR
Land's development and investment properties - roughly 1STD narrower than historical
average to reflect good margin visibility and rising rental income.
We calculate our NAV by using a WACC of 10% and cap rates in the range of 9-12% on a
gross basis. The WACC reflects CR Land's low funding cost as it is an SOE (state-owned
enterprise), while the cap rates are conservative enough, in our view, as we cross check
with professional valuing firms on a regular basis.
The upside risk to our price objective: Better-than-expected contract sales.
The downside risks are: Rising land costs, declines in selling prices, falling rents, low
occupancy for malls.
China Vanke Co., Ltd (CHVKF)
We use a P/E valuation for China home builders due to their business model of buy, build
and sell, which has a high asset turnover and land bank expansion. Hence, P/E and
earnings growth are important valuation parameters, in our view.
Our 12-month price objective of HK$35.00 is based on a target multiple of 8.0x FY20E
EPS, which is 0.4SD above its historical average to reflect Vanke' better positioning in
non-property business.
Upside risks to our PO are better than expected contracted sales volume and/or ASP,
and major cooperation agreements with major shareholder Shenzhen Metro.
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Downside risks to our PO are: Macro risk of an economic slowdown, irrational stake
disposal by Baoneng at large scale.
China Vanke Co., Ltd -A (CVKAF)
We use P/E valuation for China home builders due to their business model of buy, build
and sell, which has a high asset turnover and land bank expansion. Hence, P/E and
earnings growth are important valuation parameters, in our view.
Our 12-month price objective of CNY29.00 is based on a target multiple of 7.0x FY20E
EPS, below its historical average (9.7x) as we see potential shares disposal from
Baoneng would cause more direct impact on A-shares.
Upside risks to our PO are better than expected contracted sales volume and/or ASP,
and major cooperation agreements with major shareholder Shenzhen Metro.
Downside risks to our PO are: Macro risk of an economic slowdown, irrational stake
disposal by Baoneng at large scale.
CIFI Holdings (CFFHF)
Our PO of HK$6.0/share is based on 5.5x our FY20E EPS, in line with 1SD above its
historical average since 2011, which we view as justified as it continues to evolve into a
larger sized company.
We use a P/E valuation for China homebuilders due to their business model of buy, build
and sell, which has a high asset turnover and land bank expansion. Hence, P/E and
earnings growth are important valuation parameters, in our view.
Downside risk: miss of the sales target, SG&A expense sharply increase, Rmb
depreciation given its large exposure to foreign debt
Country Garden (CTRYF)
Our 12-month price objective of HK$10.60 is based on 5.6x FY20E EPS (vs historical
average of 5.7x) given our concerns on its exposure to lower tier cities and tepid growth
outlook.
We use P/E valuation for China home builders due to their business models of buy, build
and sell, which entails high asset turnover and land bank expansion. Hence, P/E and
earnings growth are important valuation parameters, in our view.
Downside risks to our price objective: (1) weaker-than-expected sales in lower-tier
cities, where the company has large exposure to, and (2) land price hike, which could put
pressure on profitability as the company relies heavily on land acquisition due to its
short land-bank life.
Upside risks to our price objective: (1) better-than-expected sales in lower-tier cities,
where the company has large exposure to, and (2) margin improvement on higher-thanexpected ASP spike in lower-tier cities.
Guangzhou R&F -H (GZUHF)
Our 12-month price objective of HK$12.8 is based on 3.5x FY20E EPS, which is 1SD
below historical average to reflect potential stress in this round of financing tightening
as a high-gearing name.
We use P/E valuation for China home builders due to their business model of buy, build
and sell, which has a high asset turnover and land-bank expansion. Hence, P/E and
earnings growth are the most important valuation parameters, in our view.
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Upside risks to our PO are: faster than expected delivery, higher-than-expected sales
growth, no shares placement in the end, lowered financing cost to boost earnings
growth.
Downside risks to our PO are: large discount for potential shares placement, worsening
liquidity condition, more than expected margin erosion.
KWG Group Holdings Limited (KWGPF)
Our 12-month price objective of HK$7.40 is based on a 4.0x FY20E EPS, which is in line
with its historical average since 2011, given its large USD-denominated debt exposure.
We use a P/E valuation for China homebuilders due to their business model of buy, build
and sell, which has high asset turnover and land-bank expansion. Hence, P/E and
earnings growth are important valuation parameters, in our view.
Downside (upside) risks to our PO are a substantial slowdown (increase) in KWG's
contract sales, a delay (acceleration) in new project launches and sharper-than-expected
(slower-than-expected) price cuts.
Longfor Group Holdings Limited (LNGPF)
Our 12-month PO of HK$36.0 is based on 10x FY20E EPS, which is at its +1SD of
historical average (10.3x since 2010), as we believe Longfor is positioning itself better
with the balanced growth between property development and rental income.
We use a PE valuation for China home builders due to their business model of buy, build
and sell, which has a high asset turnover and land bank expansion. Hence, PE and
earnings growth are important valuation parameters, in our view.
Downside risks to our PO are weaker-than-expected execution, government policies, and
the physical market turning weaker than prevailing expectations.
Upside risks to our PO are a faster-than-expected regional expansion, as well as
stronger-than-expected contract sales from the company.
Shimao Property (SIOPF)
Our PO of HK$29.00 is based on 7.0x FY20E EPS, in line with the historical average.
Given we expect the downward trend in ROE to reverse on the back of improving sales
growth momentum and profitability, we believe this should drive the stock's valuation
back to its historical average.
Downside risks to our PO are lower-than-expected property sales and tightening policy
measures that affect all property market segments (including non-residential segments).
A company specific risk would be a delay in the operations ramp up of its 58.9% owned
A-share listed Shanghai Shimao subsidiary.
Sino Ocean Group Holding (SIOLF)
Our PO of HK$2.65 is based on 5.5x FY19/20E blended EPS, or over 1STD below
historical average to reflect the company's poor execution in the past few years.
We use a P/E valuation for China home builders due to their business model of buy, build
and sell, which has a high asset turnover and land bank expansion. Hence, P/E and
earnings growth are important valuation parameters, in our view.
Upside risks: 1) Better than expected sales in 2018. 2) Stronger-than-expected margin
improvement.
Downside risks: 1) Earnings miss 2) ASP drop results in more margin squeeze.
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Soho China Ltd (SOHOF)
Our 12-month price objective of HK$3.20 is based on a 50% discount to our fully diluted
NAV, 0.5STD wider than historical average of 40% to reflect an uncertain dividend
outlook. In deriving our NAV, we have adopted the income capitalization method for
investment properties, with gross cap rates of 4.4%.
The downside risks to our PO are: less than expected growth in rents and/or occupancy
rates, less-than-expected dividend, overinvestment in new business
The upside risks to our PO are: better than expected growth in rents and/or occupancy
rates, more-than-expected dividend, disposal of non-core projects/units
SUNAC China Holdings Ltd (SCCCF)
Our PO of HK$45.00 is based on an 6.0x 2020E blended EPS, which is in line with large
cap companies with similar growth profiles.
We use a P/E valuation for China home builders due to their business model of buy, build
and sell, which has a high asset turnover and land bank expansion. Hence, P/E and
earnings growth are important valuation parameters, in our view.
Downside risks: (1) Worse-than-expected credit tightening could pose a threat on its
high gearing and cash flow collection. (2) Further tightening of property-specific policies
in Tier-1/2 cities, where the company has a significant exposure. 3) Equity placement
risk.
Times China (TMPPF)
Our PO of HK$15.80/shr is based on 5.0x FY20E blended EPS, which is +2.4 SD above
its historical average (2.9x) since 2011 to reflect the re-rating of Times as it evolves
larger in size.
We use a P/E valuation for China home builders due to their business model of buy, build
and sell, which has a high asset turnover and land bank expansion. Hence, P/E and
earnings growth are important valuation parameters, in our view.
Downside risks to our PO are lower-than-expected property sales and tightening policy
measures that affect all property market segments (including non-residential segments).
Yuexiu REIT (GZIRF)
Our 12-month price objective of HK$4.9 is based on a par with our DDM estimate,
where an 7.5% discount rate (previously 7.8%) and a 1.0% long-term growth rate
(previously 1.5%) are adopted.
The upside risks to our PO are unexpected appreciation of RMB, and projects
acquisitions which could boost DPU growth. Downside risks are slower than expected
ramp-up of Wuhan and Hangzhou projects and Rmb depreciation.
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We, Karl Choi, CFA, Eric Du and Van Liu, hereby certify that the views each of us has
expressed in this research report accurately reflect each of our respective personal
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transactions, including transactions in any securities referred to herein.
Copyright and General Information:
Copyright 2019 Bank of America Corporation. All rights reserved. iQprofile℠, iQmethod℠ are service marks of Bank of America Corporation. iQdatabase® is a registered service mark of Bank of
America Corporation. This information is prepared for the use of BofA Merrill Lynch clients and may not be redistributed, retransmitted or disclosed, in whole or in part, or in any form or
manner, without the express written consent of BofA Merrill Lynch. BofA Merrill Lynch Global Research information is distributed simultaneously to internal and client websites and other
portals by BofA Merrill Lynch and is not publicly-available material. Any unauthorized use or disclosure is prohibited. Receipt and review of this information constitutes your agreement not to
redistribute, retransmit, or disclose to others the contents, opinions, conclusion, or information contained herein (including any investment recommendations, estimates or price targets)
without first obtaining express permission from an authorized officer of BofA Merrill Lynch.
Materials prepared by BofA Merrill Lynch Global Research personnel are based on public information. Facts and views presented in this material have not been reviewed by, and may not reflect
information known to, professionals in other business areas of BofA Merrill Lynch, including investment banking personnel. BofA Merrill Lynch has established information barriers between
BofA Merrill Lynch Global Research and certain business groups. As a result, BofA Merrill Lynch does not disclose certain client relationships with, or compensation received from, such issuers.
To the extent this material discusses any legal proceeding or issues, it has not been prepared as nor is it intended to express any legal conclusion, opinion or advice. Investors should consult
their own legal advisers as to issues of law relating to the subject matter of this material. BofA Merrill Lynch Global Research personnel’s knowledge of legal proceedings in which any BofA
Merrill Lynch entity and/or its directors, officers and employees may be plaintiffs, defendants, co-defendants or co-plaintiffs with or involving issuers mentioned in this material is based on
public information. Facts and views presented in this material that relate to any such proceedings have not been reviewed by, discussed with, and may not reflect information known to,
professionals in other business areas of BofA Merrill Lynch in connection with the legal proceedings or matters relevant to such proceedings.
This information has been prepared independently of any issuer of securities mentioned herein and not in connection with any proposed offering of securities or as agent of any issuer of any
securities. None of BofAS any of its affiliates or their research analysts has any authority whatsoever to make any representation or warranty on behalf of the issuer(s). BofA Merrill Lynch Global
Research policy prohibits research personnel from disclosing a recommendation, investment rating, or investment thesis for review by an issuer prior to the publication of a research report
containing such rating, recommendation or investment thesis.
Any information relating to the tax status of financial instruments discussed herein is not intended to provide tax advice or to be used by anyone to provide tax advice. Investors are urged to
seek tax advice based on their particular circumstances from an independent tax professional.
The information herein (other than disclosure information relating to BofA Merrill Lynch and its affiliates) was obtained from various sources and we do not guarantee its accuracy. This
information may contain links to third-party websites. BofA Merrill Lynch is not responsible for the content of any third-party website or any linked content contained in a third-party website.
Content contained on such third-party websites is not part of this information and is not incorporated by reference. The inclusion of a link does not imply any endorsement by or any affiliation
with BofA Merrill Lynch. Access to any third-party website is at your own risk, and you should always review the terms and privacy policies at third-party websites before submitting any
personal information to them. BofA Merrill Lynch is not responsible for such terms and privacy policies and expressly disclaims any liability for them.
All opinions, projections and estimates constitute the judgment of the author as of the date of publication and are subject to change without notice. Prices also are subject to change without
notice. BofA Merrill Lynch is under no obligation to update this information and BofA Merrill Lynch’s ability to publish information on the subject issuer(s) in the future is subject to applicable
quiet periods. You should therefore assume that BofA Merrill Lynch will not update any fact, circumstance or opinion contained herein.
Subject to the quiet period applicable under laws of the various jurisdictions in which we distribute research reports and other legal and BofA Merrill Lynch policy-related restrictions on the
publication of research reports, fundamental equity reports are produced on a regular basis as necessary to keep the investment recommendation current.
Certain outstanding reports or investment opinions relating to securities, financial instruments and/or issuers may no longer be current. Always refer to the most recent research report
relating to an issuer prior to making an investment decision.
In some cases, an issuer may be classified as Restricted or may be Under Review or Extended Review. In each case, investors should consider any investment opinion relating to such issuer (or
its security and/or financial instruments) to be suspended or withdrawn and should not rely on the analyses and investment opinion(s) pertaining to such issuer (or its securities and/or
financial instruments) nor should the analyses or opinion(s) be considered a solicitation of any kind. Sales persons and financial advisors affiliated with BofAS or any of its affiliates may not
solicit purchases of securities or financial instruments that are Restricted or Under Review and may only solicit securities under Extended Review in accordance with firm policies.
Neither BofA Merrill Lynch nor any officer or employee of BofA Merrill Lynch accepts any liability whatsoever for any direct, indirect or consequential damages or losses arising from any use of
this information.
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